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Your Top 5 Themes
1. Strategic
2. Learner
3. Futuristic
4. Positivity
5. Woo
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Strategic
SHARED THEME DESCRIPTION
People who are especially talented in the Strategic theme create alternative ways to proceed. Faced
with any given scenario, they can quickly spot the relevant patterns and issues.

YOUR PERSONALIZED STRENGTHS INSIGHTS
What makes you stand out?
Driven by your talents, you work diligently to invent alternative courses of action. You notice new as
well as unusual configurations in facts, evidence, or data. Others, however, can see only separate,
unrelated bits of information. You are fascinated by problems that puzzle, confound, or frustrate most
people. Instinctively, you trust your ability to be an innovative thinker. You routinely invent many ways
you can reach a single goal. Only then do you start narrowing down your options to the best one. You
probably take into consideration prevailing circumstances, available resources, budgetary constraints,
or pressing deadlines. By nature, you are known for your ease with language. This ability serves you
well when you need to talk with newcomers or outsiders. Your vocabulary probably allows you to tell
stories or express your ideas with great clarity. Chances are good that you notice that multiple
solutions to nagging problems automatically pop into your mind. You usually study each option from
many different angles. After carefully evaluating the entire situation, you likely choose the alternative
that makes the most sense. Why? You habitually aim to outscore or outperform most of your rivals
most of the time. It’s very likely that you select the right combination of words to convey your ideas or
feelings. In the middle of discussions, your vocabulary provides you with precise phrases and
terminology. You probably express yourself with ease and grace.

Learner
SHARED THEME DESCRIPTION
People who are especially talented in the Learner theme have a great desire to learn and want to
continuously improve. In particular, the process of learning, rather than the outcome, excites them.

YOUR PERSONALIZED STRENGTHS INSIGHTS
Depending on the order of your themes and how you responded to the assessment, some of your themes may share identical insight statements. If this occurs,
the lower ranked theme will not display insight statements to avoid duplication on your report.
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What makes you stand out?
Driven by your talents, you might feel a bit more upbeat about life when you register for a few
demanding and rigorous classes. Perhaps you aspire to enroll in specialized courses. Why? Maybe
you trust yourself to meet the challenges. Maybe you know you will acquire lots of knowledge or
special skills. It’s very likely that you sometimes feel restless when you are not acquiring knowledge or
gaining skills. Maintaining a mental status quo may be unacceptable. Perhaps you have excused
yourself from more than one boring class, repetitious assignment, or dead-end job. To some degree,
the company of certain forward-looking people excites you. You might listen to them bandy — that is,
exchange — ideas about the future. Maybe later you recall some of the possibilities they envisioned.
Instinctively, you sometimes enroll in difficult or demanding classes. You might aim to expand your
knowledge or challenge your thinking about certain things. Chances are good that you may feel an
attachment to certain individuals you meet. Perhaps you take time to become better acquainted with
some people. Occasionally you listen to their stories, ask them questions, and pay attention to their
answers. In some instances, you might go out of your way to find common interests. Maybe each
discovery gives you another reason to invite specific newcomers into your circle of friends, family,
associates, teammates, or students. Because of your strengths, you examine documents, read books,
listen to lectures, or research subjects to help people find the information they need. This means you
spend hours, days, weeks, or even months expanding your knowledge base. In the process of
assisting another person, you generally move closer to your own goals.

Futuristic
SHARED THEME DESCRIPTION
People who are especially talented in the Futuristic theme are inspired by the future and what could
be. They inspire others with their visions of the future.

YOUR PERSONALIZED STRENGTHS INSIGHTS
What makes you stand out?
It’s very likely that you intentionally take steps to be the mastermind of your own future. You refuse to
leave your destiny to chance. You probably resist placing it in someone else’s hands. You trust your
own intelligence and imagination when setting a direction for your life. Chances are good that you
may intentionally take charge of your future. You might be determined to shape it as you wish. This
partially explains why you set aside some time to ponder your goals. You may be impelled to create
the experiences you desire. To some extent, you might agree with the notion “If you can think it, you
can make it happen.” By nature, you are typically enthused about what you can accomplish in the
Depending on the order of your themes and how you responded to the assessment, some of your themes may share identical insight statements. If this occurs,
the lower ranked theme will not display insight statements to avoid duplication on your report.
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coming months, years, or decades. Your ability to think about the future naturally feeds your desire to
be the very best. Because of your strengths, you think intensely to conceive vivid mental images of
the future. Many individuals lack your ability to envision what will be possible in the coming months,
years, or decades. As a result, they regularly rely on you to do this visioning for them. Driven by your
talents, you might feel more enthusiastic about life if you spend a lot of time imagining what can be
done in the coming months, years, or decades. Perhaps you consider things you, your team, your
organization, your community, or your country could accomplish.

Positivity
SHARED THEME DESCRIPTION
People who are especially talented in the Positivity theme have an enthusiasm that is contagious.
They are upbeat and can get others excited about what they are going to do.

YOUR PERSONALIZED STRENGTHS INSIGHTS
What makes you stand out?
Because of your strengths, you might feel upbeat and cheerful when you keep busy. Perhaps you
derive satisfaction from producing certain kinds of tangible outcomes. Chances are good that you
choose to be fully engaged with people and activities. Meaningful relationships and purposeful work
probably fill you with happiness. You are wide awake to the wonders of your life. Characteristically
upbeat, you are likely to avoid pessimists and cynics who refuse to see the goodness in human
beings and the world around them. Instinctively, you may allow yourself to become emotionally
attached to people. You might see the good in individuals and choose to overlook their flaws or
mistakes. Perhaps the fondness you show toward others endears you to many of them. Driven by
your talents, you may be content with the progress you have made personally or professionally. This
partially explains why you tend to see the brighter side of life. By nature, you might feel life is good
when you are truthful about your talents, education, successes, experiences, or background. You
attempt to dispel certain illusions you have about yourself or that others have about you. Maybe this is
one of your priorities. When you do not pretend to be someone you are not, you might be happier.

Depending on the order of your themes and how you responded to the assessment, some of your themes may share identical insight statements. If this occurs,
the lower ranked theme will not display insight statements to avoid duplication on your report.
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Woo
SHARED THEME DESCRIPTION
People who are especially talented in the Woo theme love the challenge of meeting new people and
winning them over. They derive satisfaction from breaking the ice and making a connection with
another person.

YOUR PERSONALIZED STRENGTHS INSIGHTS
What makes you stand out?
It’s very likely that you assert — that is, declare and affirm — that every person comes into your life
for a definite purpose. This explains why you launch into discussions or engage in small talk with
people you are meeting for the first time. You really want to figure out why your paths in life have
crossed. By nature, you may seldom be at a loss for something to say to most people. Without
hesitation, you sometimes dive into conversations with old friends, new acquaintances, or even total
strangers. Driven by your talents, you automatically acknowledge newcomers or welcome outsiders to
your workgroup, team, or class. You probably invite them to join discussions or engage in friendly
chitchat. You are very comfortable starting conversations with total strangers. Instinctively, you enjoy
discovering as much as you can about the people you meet. You are friendly and enjoy socializing.
You quickly put at ease those you are meeting for the first time or the tenth time. Chances are good
that you capture others’ attention with your open and talkative style. You support and inspire people.
You boost their confidence and support their resolve to respond to change, overcome obstacles,
acquire new skills, gain knowledge, or reach lofty goals.

Depending on the order of your themes and how you responded to the assessment, some of your themes may share identical insight statements. If this occurs,
the lower ranked theme will not display insight statements to avoid duplication on your report.
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